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When creating ESG solutions for our liquidity
clients, there is no one-size-fits-all approach.
ESG goals vary by end investor and how they
want to align their liquidity investments with
broader corporate goals. But the one question
we get asked more and more frequently is: “Can
I integrate ESG into my liquidity portfolio?” We
believe the answer is a definite “yes.”
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Recent global events have highlighted the significant
impact social issues can have on economies, their deep
interconnectedness with climate change considerations, and
the importance for countries and businesses of having resilient
structures in place to respond to short-term shocks and longerterm sustainability-related challenges.
As awareness of and urgency to act on these issues grow
worldwide, investors are increasingly looking for investments
that integrate Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) criteria as a core component of the portfolio
construction process.
At Morgan Stanley Investment Management (MSIM), we
believe it is critical to address all three dimensions of the ESG
equation holistically and in a way that appropriately reflects
materiality, to properly assess the fundamental credit risk of a
business and, in turn, determine the potential attractiveness
of its liquidity instruments. By adopting a comprehensive
approach to ESG analysis, our aim is to support issuers
that are good corporate citizens and positively contribute to
advancing relevant sustainability agendas, while complying
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DISPLAY 1

Examples of ESG Factors Considered in MSIM Fundamental Analysis
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For illustrative purposes only. This represents how the portfolio management team generally implements its investment process under normal market
conditions.

with regulatory minimal credit risk
thresholds.
However, third-party ESG research is
not typically designed for the needs of
liquidity investors. Therefore MSIM
has created a proprietary ESG scoring
methodology that explicitly considers
the risks that material factors across the
Environmental, Social and Governance
dimensions, such as those outlined in
Display 1, pose to money market issuers.
MSIM ESG Scoring Model
MSIM’s proprietary ESG assessment
methodology combines third-party data
with our in-house analysts’ views on the
issuer and its sector. Our approach reflects
a focus on materiality when it comes to
ESG issues, taking into consideration
the timeframe in which those issues
are expected to manifest themselves,
and tailored to respond to our specific
requirements as liquidity investors.
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Our analytical process (Display 2)
consists of two main steps, as described in
more detail below:
1. 	

The definition of specific risk weights
for E, S and G factors at the sector
level, based on our credit analysts’
specialist expertise, and

2. 	 Issuer-specific

analysis, based on
third-party data but applying forwardlooking adjustments.

1. Combining Proprietary Sector
Risk Analysis …
Built on their deep knowledge as
sector specialists, our credit analysts
complement their investment experience
with ESG-focused research from leading
third-party sources to derive sector risk
weightings of high, medium or low. As
shown in Display 3, these risk weightings
reflect our view of how likely the ESG
factor is to have a negative effect on the
price of the issuer’s securities.
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We use this sector risk analysis to assign
weights to third-party ESG scores. Risk
weightings will vary from low to high
for environmental and social factors,
but will always be high for governance.
Governance is the strongest ESG driver
of portfolio risk and return in money
markets, given the short duration of the
paper we invest in. As liquidity investors,
we rely heavily on management teams’
controls to avoid involvement in fraud
or corruption, and to execute on their
commitments. This is especially relevant
for the financial sector, to which money
market funds are heavily exposed.
We also view good governance as the
foundation stone of strong sustainability
fundamentals, reflected in robust policies
and business practices on environmental
and social issues.
For example, when looking at banks,
our analysts assign the greatest weight
to corporate governance factors,
looking at multiple issues ranging from
board diversity to the integration of
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DISPLAY 2

MSIM ESG Scoring Analysis

Company Risk (Third-Party Experts)

Sector Risk (MSIM)

Quantitative Environmental,
Social and Governance Scores
CONTROVERSY ADJUSTMENT

Third-Party Data
MOMENTUM ADJUSTMENT

MSIM ESG SCORE

For illustrative purposes only. This represents how the portfolio management team generally implements its investment process under normal market
conditions.

DISPLAY 3

Sector Risk Factor Weightings

Low Risk
ESG FACTOR IS UNLIKELY
TO HAVE A NEGATIVE
IMPACT ON
PERFORMANCE

High Risk

Medium Risk
ESG FACTOR HAS THE
POTENTIAL TO
HINDER ABILITY TO
TRADE OR DRIVE
DOWNWARD PRICE
MOVEMENT

ESG FACTOR COULD
SEND AN ISSUER
INTO DISTRESS
OR DEFAULT

For illustrative purposes only. This represents how the portfolio management team generally implements its investment process under normal market
conditions.
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sustainability metrics in management
performance evaluations. However,
social factors also bear significant weight,
particularly in relation to a bank’s ability
to attract, retain and develop its pool of
skills over time, and to be active players
in promoting inclusive lending practices.
Finally, on the environmental side,
climate-friendly business activities and
policies are reviewed and scored.
2. … With Forward-looking
Adjustments
We have found that many third-party
ESG scores are largely based on past
performance and controversies that might
date several years back. To help correct for
this, our analysts apply two adjustments
that are intended to introduce a forwardlooking element in our scores, which we
believe enables us as liquidity investors to
better predict the short-term sustainability
trajectory of an issuer.
ADJUSTMENT #1: MOMENTUM

Our view is that companies should be
rewarded for demonstrating a willingness
to change and adopt ESG-friendly
principles. To account for momentum
in our scoring methodology, we make
numerical adjustments using thirdparty data in favour of companies that
demonstrate positive ESG momentum
and against companies that demonstrate
negative momentum.
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ADJUSTMENT #2: CONTROVERSY

Negative ESG-related headlines can
impact our ability to transact in
an issuer’s securities. Not only can
a controversy change the issuer’s
fundamentals, it also tends to increase
public scrutiny of its ESG performance.
Portfolio managers may avoid the most
obviously controversial names.
To account for controversy, we make
a numerical adjustment against issuers
that have been featured in the headlines
for material negative ESG issues.
Our adjustment for controversy has
less impact than our adjustment for
momentum on our final score—we prefer
to skew our score towards the future
rather than the past.
MSIM ESG Score
The final output is a numerical score
that is comparable across sectors and
used as one of multiple inputs into the
final investment decision on a securityby-security basis. We use this score to
better understand the ESG quality of our
portfolios, as well as to apply any ESG tilts
to select best-in-class strategies.
As an example, when assessing a US leasing
company with an average third-party ESG
score, we identified that, despite good
traction on environmental initiatives, the
company still lacked clear health and safety
policies and procedures, and provided very
little information on its health and safety
track record, which could potentially lead
to litigation and fines. It also continued
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to perform below peers on corporate
governance, due to poor practices around
disclosure and transparency. This resulted
in a much poorer MSIM ESG score (3
points lower on a scale of 10) than the
external third-party score.
On the other hand, when assessing a
financial institution with a laggard thirdparty ESG score, our understanding of the
company’s strong management, in terms
of board composition, accounting and
financial reporting, and the recognition
of its positive momentum related to
enhanced disclosure and incorporation of
sustainability into its own products and
services, resulted in a higher MSIM ESG
score (2.5 points higher on a scale of 10).
A Dynamic Approach in an
Evolving Space
The MSIM Fixed Income & Liquidity
Sustainable Investing team continually
re-evaluates our equations and data inputs
based on the latest research and studies
available. We acknowledge some of the
difficulties, for example uneven data
availability in some cases, when it comes
to money markets. However, our objective
is to approach ESG in a thoughtful and
practical way rather than as a box-ticking
exercise, leveraging our in-house specialist
expertise to obtain an ESG metric that is
robust and meaningful.
We aim to turn ESG considerations
into insights that can mitigate risk and
contribute to higher potential returns.
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Risk Considerations
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is the
possibility that the market values of securities owned by the portfolio will decline and that the value of portfolio shares may
therefore be less than what you paid for them. Market values can change daily due to economic and other events (e.g. natural
disasters, health crises, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest) that affect markets, countries, companies or governments. It is difficult
to predict the timing, duration, and potential adverse effects (e.g. portfolio liquidity) of events. Accordingly, you can lose money
investing in this portfolio.
Fixed-income securities are subject to the ability of an issuer to make timely principal and interest payments (credit risk), changes in
interest rates (interest-rate risk), the creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity (market risk). In a rising interest-rate
environment, bond prices may fall and may result in periods of volatility and increased portfolio redemptions. In a declining interestrate environment, the portfolio may generate less income. Longer-term securities may be more sensitive to interest rate changes.
ESG Strategies that incorporate impact investing and/or Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors could result in
relative investment performance deviating from other strategies or broad market benchmarks, depending on whether such sectors
or investments are in or out of favor in the market. As a result, there is no assurance ESG strategies could result in more favorable
investment performance.
ESG ratings are not intended as a recommendation and are subject to change. Ratings are relative and subjective and are not absolute
standards of quality. Ratings apply only to portfolio holdings and do not remove the risk of loss.
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DISTRIBUTION

This communication is only intended for and will only be distributed to
persons resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability
would not be contrary to local laws or regulations.
Ireland: MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited. Registered Office: The
Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02 VC42, Ireland.
Registered in Ireland as a private company limited by shares under company
number 616661. MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited is regulated by
the Central Bank of Ireland. United Kingdom: Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Registered in England. Registered No. 1981121. Registered Office:
25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA, authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Dubai: Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited (Representative Office, Unit Precinct 3-7th Floor-Unit
701 and 702, Level 7, Gate Precinct Building 3, Dubai International Financial
Centre, Dubai, 506501, United Arab Emirates. Telephone: +97 (0)14 709
7158). Germany: MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited Niederlassung
Deutschland, Grosse Gallusstrasse 18, 60312 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
(Gattung: Zweigniederlassung (FDI) gem. § 53b KWG). Italy: MSIM Fund
Management (Ireland) Limited, Milan Branch (Sede Secondaria di Milano) is
a branch of MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited, a company registered
in Ireland, regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and whose registered
office is at The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02
VC42, Ireland. MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited Milan Branch
(Sede Secondaria di Milano) with seat in Palazzo Serbelloni Corso Venezia,
16 20121 Milano, Italy, is registered in Italy with company number and VAT
number 11488280964. The Netherlands: MSIM Fund Management (Ireland)
Limited, Rembrandt Tower, 11th Floor Amstelplein 1 1096HA, Netherlands.
Telephone: 31 2-0462-1300. Morgan Stanley Investment Management is
a branch office of MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited. MSIM Fund
Management (Ireland) Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
France: MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited, Paris Branch is a branch
of MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited, a company registered in Ireland,
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and whose registered office is at
The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02 VC42, Ireland.
MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited Paris Branch with seat at 61 rue
de Monceau 75008 Paris, France, is registered in France with company
number 890 071 863 RCS. Spain: MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited,
Sucursal en España is a branch of MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited,
a company registered in Ireland, regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and
whose registered office is at The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay,
Dublin 2, D02 VC42, Ireland. MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited,
Sucursal en España with seat in Calle Serrano 55, 28006, Madrid, Spain, is
registered in Spain with tax identification number W0058820B. Switzerland:
Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, London, Zurich Branch Authorised and
regulated by the Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht (“FINMA”). Registered
with the Register of Commerce Zurich CHE-115.415.770. Registered Office:
Beethovenstrasse 33, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland, Telephone +41 (0) 44 588
1000. Facsimile Fax: +41(0) 44 588 1074.
Japan: For professional investors, this document is circulated or distributed for
informational purposes only. For those who are not professional investors, this
document is provided in relation to Morgan Stanley Investment Management
(Japan) Co., Ltd. (“MSIMJ”)’s business with respect to discretionary investment
management agreements (“IMA”) and investment advisory agreements
(“IAA”). This is not for the purpose of a recommendation or solicitation of
transactions or offers any particular financial instruments. Under an IMA,
with respect to management of assets of a client, the client prescribes
basic management policies in advance and commissions MSIMJ to make all
investment decisions based on an analysis of the value, etc. of the securities,
and MSIMJ accepts such commission. The client shall delegate to MSIMJ the
authorities necessary for making investment. MSIMJ exercises the delegated
authorities based on investment decisions of MSIMJ, and the client shall
not make individual instructions. All investment profits and losses belong
to the clients; principal is not guaranteed. Please consider the investment
objectives and nature of risks before investing. As an investment advisory
fee for an IAA or an IMA, the amount of assets subject to the contract
multiplied by a certain rate (the upper limit is 2.20 percent per annum
(including tax)) shall be incurred in proportion to the contract period. For
some strategies, a contingency fee may be incurred in addition to the fee
mentioned above. Indirect charges also may be incurred, such as brokerage
commissions for incorporated securities. Since these charges and expenses
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are different depending on a contract and other factors, MSIMJ cannot
present the rates, upper limits, etc. in advance. All clients should read the
Documents Provided Prior to the Conclusion of a Contract carefully before
executing an agreement. This document is disseminated in Japan by MSIMJ,
Registered No. 410 (Director of Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial
Instruments Firms)), Membership: the Japan Securities Dealers Association,
The Investment Trusts Association, Japan, the Japan Investment Advisers
Association and the Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association.
U.S.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number
of securities and will not necessarily track the performance of any index.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy
carefully before investing. A minimum asset level is required. For important
information about the investment manager, please refer to Form ADV Part 2.
STABLE NAV FUNDS

You could lose money by investing in the Fund. Although the Fund seeks
to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it cannot
guarantee it will do so. An investment in the Fund is not insured or
guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other
government agency. The Funds’ sponsor has no legal obligation to provide
financial support to the Fund, and you should not expect that the sponsor
will provide financial support to the Fund at any time.
FLOATING NAV FUNDS

You could lose money by investing in the Fund. Because the share price of
the Fund will fluctuate, when you sell your shares they may be worth more
or less than what you originally paid for them. The Fund may impose a fee
upon the sale of your shares or may temporarily suspend your ability to
sell shares if the Fund’s liquidity falls below required minimums because
of market conditions or other factors. An investment in the Fund is not
insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency. The Funds’ sponsor has no legal obligation
to provide financial support to the Fund, and you should not expect
that the sponsor will provide financial support to the Fund at any time.

Please consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses of the funds carefully before investing. The prospectuses
contain this and other information about the funds. To obtain
a prospectus please download one at morganstanley.com/im
or call 1-800-548-7786. Please read the prospectus carefully
before investing.
Morgan Stanley Distribution, Inc. ser ves as the distributor for
Morgan Stanley Funds.
NOT FDIC INSURED | OFFER NO BANK GUARANTEE | MAY LOSE VALUE
| NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY | NOT A
BANK DEPOSIT
Hong Kong: This document has been issued by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited
for use in Hong Kong and shall only be made available to “professional
investors” as defined under the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong
Kong (Cap 571). The contents of this document have not been reviewed
nor approved by any regulatory authority including the Securities and
Futures Commission in Hong Kong. Accordingly, save where an exemption
is available under the relevant law, this document shall not be issued,
circulated, distributed, directed at, or made available to, the public in Hong
Kong. Singapore: This document should not be considered to be the subject
of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly,
to the public or any member of the public in Singapore other than (i) to
an institutional investor under section 304 of the Securities and Futures
Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (“SFA”), (ii) to a “relevant person” (which
includes an accredited investor) pursuant to section 305 of the SFA, and
such distribution is in accordance with the conditions specified in section
305 of the SFA; or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the
conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA. This publication
has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Australia:
This publication is disseminated in Australia by Morgan Stanley Investment
Management (Australia) Pty Limited ACN: 122040037, AFSL No. 314182,
which accept responsibility for its contents. This publication, and any access
to it, is intended only for “wholesale clients” within the meaning of the
Australian Corporations Act.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

EMEA: This marketing communication has been issued by MSIM Fund
Management (Ireland) Limited. MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited
is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. MSIM Fund Management
(Ireland) Limited is incorporated in Ireland as a private company limited
by shares with company registration number 616661 and has its registered
address at The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2,
D02 VC42, Ireland.
There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all
market conditions, and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest
for the long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market.
Prior to investing, investors should carefully review the strategy’s/product’s
relevant offering document. There are important differences in how the
strategy is carried out in each of the investment vehicles.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number
of securities and will not necessarily track the performance of any index.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy
carefully before investing.
The views and opinions are those of the author or the investment team as of
the date of preparation of this material and are subject to change at any time
due to market or economic conditions and may not necessarily come to pass.
Furthermore, the views will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect
information that subsequently becomes available or circumstances existing, or
changes occurring, after the date of publication. The views expressed do not
reflect the opinions of all investment teams at Morgan Stanley Investment
Management (MSIM) or the views of the firm as a whole, and may not be
reflected in all the strategies and products that the Firm offers.
Forecasts and/or estimates provided herein are subject to change and may
not actually come to pass. Information regarding expected market returns
and market outlooks is based on the research, analysis and opinions of the
authors. These conclusions are speculative in nature, may not come to pass
and are not intended to predict the future performance of any specific
Morgan Stanley Investment Management product.
Certain information herein is based on data obtained from third party sources
believed to be reliable. However, we have not verified this information, and
we make no representations whatsoever as to its accuracy or completeness.
This communication is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research
Department and should not be regarded as a research recommendation.

The information contained herein has not been prepared in accordance with
legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment
research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research.
This material is a general communication, which is not impartial and has been
prepared solely for informational and educational purposes and does not
constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any particular security
or to adopt any specific investment strategy. All investments involve risks,
including the possible loss of principal. The information herein has not been
based on a consideration of any individual investor circumstances and is not
investment advice, nor should it be construed in any way as tax, accounting,
legal or regulatory advice. To that end, investors should seek independent
legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax consequences, before
making any investment decision.
Any index referred to herein is the intellectual property (including registered
trademarks) of the applicable licensor. Any product based on an index is in
no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by the applicable licensor
and it shall not have any liability with respect thereto.
MSIM has not authorised financial intermediaries to use and to distribute
this document, unless such use and distribution is made in accordance
with applicable law and regulation. Additionally, financial intermediaries
are required to satisfy themselves that the information in this document
is appropriate for any person to whom they provide this document in view
of that person’s circumstances and purpose. MSIM shall not be liable for,
and accepts no liability for, the use or misuse of this document by any such
financial intermediary.
This document may be translated into other languages. Where such a
translation is made this English version remains definitive. If there are any
discrepancies between the English version and any version of this document
in another language, the English version shall prevail.
The whole or any part of this work may not be directly or indirectly
reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a derivative work, performed,
displayed, published, posted, licensed, framed, distributed, or transmitted
or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without MSIM’s express
written consent. The work may not be linked to unless such hyperlink is
for personal and non-commercial use. All information contained herein is
proprietary and is protected under copyright law.
Morgan Stanley Investment Management is the asset management division
of Morgan Stanley.
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Explore our site at www.morganstanley.com/im
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